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DISCRIMINABILITY OF SUPRATHRESHOLD COMPOUND 
SPATIAL FREQUENCY GRATINGS 

Dov SAGI and SHAUL HOCHSTEIN 

Institute of Life Sciences, Hebrew University Jerusalem, Jerusalem 91904. Israel* 

Abstract-We have investigated the detectability of small contrast changes in compound suprathreshold 
gratings. containing two sinusoidal components. We examined the relationship between the detectability 
of changes in each of the components alone and the detectability of changes in the two components 
together. It was found that for the pairs of spatial frequencies 1 and 9 c:deg there is a square law 
summation. but for spatial frequency pairs (IJ and 3to there is a greater summation which depends on the 
relative phases of the gratings‘ components. The results indicate the existence of broadband phase 
selective spatial frequency channels. of 2 octaves bandwidth. 
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INTRODL;CTION 

Independent spatial-frequency selective channels in the 
human visual system have been the subject of intensive 
study and speculation for over a dozen years: Campbell 
and Robson, 1968 ; Blakemore and Campbell. 1969; 
Sachs et al., 1971; Graham and Nachmias. 1971; 
Kulikowski and King-Smith, 1973 ; Quick, 1974; 
Thomas and Shimamura, 1974, 1975 : Nachmias and 
Weber, 1975; Quick, Hamerly and Reichert, 1976; 
Furchner et al., 1977 ; Wilson and Bergen, 1979 ; Bergen 
er al., 1979 ; Olzak and Thomas, 198 I : see also articles 
by Campbell, Georgeson, Frisby and Mayhew, and 
Marr in Longuet-Higgins and Sutherland, 1980. 

The implications of the multiple spatial-frequency 

channel model, however, are still a subject of debate. 
For example, Georgeson (1980) asks whether this 
model simply claims, “that for a given retinal location 
and orientation there exist several visual receptive 
fields of different sizes”. 

Spatial locality and frequency selectivity are mutu- 

ally opponent dimensions. The narrower the spatial 
frequency bandwidth of a channel. the broader must 
be its receptive field extent. Thus. a considerable effort 
has been invested in measuring the bandwidth of visual 

spatial-frequency channels (Sachs et al.. 1971 : 
Kulikowski and King-Smith. 1973; Quick and 
Reichert, 1975; Stromeyer and Klein, 1975; King- 
Smith and Kulikowski, 1975: Graham and Rogovitz, 

1976 ; Wilson, 1978 ; Wilson and Bergen. 1979 : Bergen 
et al., 1979). 

Most studies of the spatial-frequency channels have 
concentrated on determining contrast thresholds- 
and the influence on these thresholds of additional 
stimuli which are themselves either subthreshold (sub- 
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threshold addition) or suprathreshold (adaptation or 
masking effects). Other studies have analyzed the 
relationship between the ability to discriminate two 
low contrast stimuli and the ability to detect these 
stimuli (Thomas and Shimamura. 1974. 1975: Nach- 
mias and Weber, 1975; Furchner et ctl.. 1977: Olzak 
and Thomas, 1981). The problem with these ap- 
proaches is that “everyday vision” deals largely with 
suprathreshold stimuli and the characteristics of thres- 
hold and suprathreshold vision may be quite different. 
We might expect that uncertainty phenomena would 

be more prevalent at threshold levels, that processing 
strategies might be different at different contrast levels 
and that the degrees of summation and inhibition may 
vary with contrast, changing the effective bandwidth. 
For example, estimates of channel bandwidth using 
subthreshold summation differ from those using supra- 
threshold adaptation (Blakemore and Campbell. 1969: 
Stromeyer and Julesz, 1972; Legge, 1979; Watson. 
1982). Tests at threshold and above may study 
characteristics of different levels of visual processing. 

A few suprathreshold studies have been reported 
but they either deal with gratings of only a single 
spatial-frequency (Burton, 1981) or use a contrast 
judgement paradigm and are unable to reject either the 
single or the multiple-channel hypothesis (Quick CI ul., 
1976 ; Hamerly ef al., 1977). 

In this study, we introduce a new paradigm for the 
investigation of visual spatial frequency channels. We 

study the detectability of small changes in contrast of 
a compound grating, both of whose spatial frequency 
components are always suprathreshold. We measure 
the summation between the detectabilities of small 
contrast changes in the two components of the com- 
pound grating. From the degree of summation we may 
infer the bandwidth of the underlying spatial frequency 
channels. 

In the following section we summarize salient aspects 
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of signal detection theory as background to the 
methodology used in the analysis of our expermlental 
results below. 

A sensory system may be seen as comprising a series 
of independent sensing mechanisms whose responses. 
added with noise. are transmitted to a common 
(optimal) decision maker (see Fig. I ). The central 
question of whether the visual system contains in- 
dependent spatial frequency channels may be phrased 
in terms of this model as whether different stimulus 
spatial frequencies are processed by separate sensing 
mechanisms, and to what extent there is an overlap in 
the spatial frequency ranges of the different sensing 
mechanisms. 

We call Rj (C.,. CB) the response of mechanism i to 
a compound stimulus containing spatial frequencies 

o),.t and (~8 with contrasts C,d and Cg. respecttvely. A 
change AC,? and AC, of the contrasts leads to a res- 
ponse changed by AR; which may be approximated. 
for small changes AC,,r and ACB. as 

AR, (C,, C,) = R, (C, + AC,, C, + ACR) 

. 

- R,(C,&)=~~AC,+~~AC,. (I) 
1 H 

The response is summed with notse. This notse is 
assumed to be Gaussian with zero average and standard 
deviation n,dR;). where ov may be a function of the 
response Ri of the channel. 

Then, the detectability 4’ of a change in contrast hy 

channel i is defined as 

d; = AR,.a,(R,) (2) 

which gives the average change in response in units of 
the noise standard deviation of the channel (where we 
assume that 0.v’ changes little in the range R, to 
R; - AR;). 

For II parallel channels with uncorrelated noise and 

an optimal decision maker. the detectability tl’ for the 
system is given by (see Green and Swets. 1966) 

d” = c d;:. (3) 
/: I 

From equations (2) and (3) 

d” = 1 [AR, ‘0, (R,)]‘. (4) 
,=I 

Substituting in (4) from (I ). we find the detectabiht) 
for a two spatial frequencies stimulus 

’ CR SR AC,4AC, 
+2 I-‘---- 

dC, oC, [a.\ (R, ,]’ 
(6) 

,=I 

When AC, or AC8 is zero. we are left tn (6) with 
only one term. the detectability of a separate change 
in the contrast of (‘,B or (‘J I which w’e call c/B’: and 

t/r”. respectively. Then. MC may write (6) as 

r/y8 = tl;- + (1; i- ‘/‘(I;(/; (7) 

where /j is detined as 

p = 

i 

i CR, FR, AC,AC, 
did,. (8) 

,=I SC, X, [o,, CR,)]’ 

Thus. 0 represents the av’erage ov,erlap m the responses 
ofthe channels and may be experimentally measurtd by 

I) = (d;‘,, - (d;’ + dk’)] W;d,. 

It will be noticed that 

(9) 

o< lpl 61. 

When 0 0. equation (7) reduces to 

(I\‘, = tl;> f c/k2 (IO) 

u,hich has the same form as (3) indicating that the 
spatial frequencies (,)I and tog are processed by 
separate. non-overlapping channels. When I) k I. 
equation (7) reduces to 

(I>‘, = (cl; f <I,,’ (11) 

which indicates that (*Jo and UJ~ are processed by the 
same channel(s). Negative p signifies that the channel 
measures the difference in the response changes of the 
two frequencies. 

Figure 2 shows a triangle constructed by sides 
proportional to d,4’, d,’ and d,dB’. Then. the costne 
of the external angle is just [J. equation (7) being 
seen as an expression of the law of cosines. Com- 

pleting the parallelogram whose bisection by diagonal 
~/,~a is our triangle, we may regard sides tl.,’ and ci8’ 
as axes and unit lengths of a space. and cos-‘11. the 
angle between them, as a measure of the orthogonality 
of the dimensions A and B. 

As a simple application of these concepts. assume 
that in the space of spatial frequencies the response of a 
channel i to a grating of frequency w is proportional 
to the product of the contrast of the stimulus (a linear 
transducer function) and a gaussian function of the 
difference between the frequency of the stimulus and 
the optimum frequency (1~; of that channel. i.e. 

R,((fJ. c‘,.,) =XC,.,exp[-((JJ -tu,)‘i0.36~~,] (12) 

where e,,, is the full bandwidth at half height of the 
channels at half height and k is a constant of propor- 
tionality. The response of the channel to a compound 
grating CAcoswAx + C, cos w,+ at .Y = 0 will be 

Rttu.,, C,,tu,, C,) 

=liC,exp[-(o,, -~,)‘/0.36cr~,l 

+/i CB exp [ - ((I)~ - (u,)‘/O.36 a:,] ( 13) 

and the difference in responses to two compound 
stimuli of frequencies (‘)A and ~,IB when presented with 
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Fig. 1. A schematic representation of the channel model. Each stimulus is filtered by many channels. 
Each channel may differ from the others in its spatial frequent! selectivitv. The channel’s response is 

added with independent noise. and ;I decision-m;llcl-- i\ necdcd 10 dilfcren;inte siyal from the noise. 

contrasts differing by AC,,, and ACs. respectively, 
becomes from equation (1) 

AR(w, 9 AC”, ~8, ACd 

= k AC, exp [ -(wA - w,)‘/O.36 a;,] 

+ k AC, exp [-(we - w,)‘/O.36 a:,]. (14) 

Then, substituting (14) in (8). (using dA’ and dB’ from 
(6) when CB and CA are zero, respectively. and assum- 
ing constant noise variance and closely packed 
channels) we find the coefficient of channel overlap. 

p, is given by 

and 

p = exp [ -(co, - w,)‘iO.72 af,] (15) 

(0.4 - us) 
0,” = 085 (Inp-‘)-” (16) 

(in units of cycles per degree). 
Alternatively, we may assume a logarithmic scale of 

spatial frequencies replacing (9) by log UJ and tk~~ b) 

Fig. 2. Vector addition of detectabilities. &, and d,. The 
angle between d> and d;B (cos-’ p) represents the overlap 
between the two groups of channels responding to stimuli 
A and B. For a right angle (p = 0) there is no overlap, and 
two different groups of channels respond to A and B. If the 
same channels respond to stimuli A and B. d> and db will 

be along the same straight line (p = + 1). 

t/(log (u) in equations (I I)-( 15). Then (16) becomes 

b,(%l~.J 
u,, = 

0.85 
(In p-‘)-I 2 (17) 

(in octaves). 

Thus, by measuring dll’. (is’ and ~1,~~‘. using 
equation (9) we may compute {J. the coeficient of 
overlap of the channels processing different spatial 
frequencies. In addition, we may use (16) or (17) to 
compute o,,,. the bandwidth of the channels. Finally. 
by using a number of spatial frequency pairs. we may 
find to what degree the visual channels match the 
linear or the logarithmic models of (16) or (I 7). 

In summary, by assuming a linear contrast response 
transducer function (equation 12). uncorrelated noise 
sources (equation 3). response-independent noise 
variance (equations 6 and 15) and an optimal decision- 

maker (equation 3), we were able to derive a method 
of calculating the channel bandwidth from the coeffi- 
cient of overlap /J. However, if the system is non- 
linear and or the noise variance is response dependent. 
then the calculated ~j will represent a weighted measure 
of the channel overlap and the prediction of the band- 
width is more complicated (see Discussion). 

Another factor to be considered is the averaging 
of response changes over space. the suprathreshold 
equivalent of spatial probability summation. We have 
assumed above that the observer fixates at ;I single 
point Y 0 and does not average over space. 

If. on the other hand. the observer’s decision-maker 
does summate over space (optimal decision-maker in 
both space and frequency) and if the assumptions of 
linearity and uncorrelated noise sources are valid. then 
we will find ,J 0 independent of channel bandwidth. 
This is a result of the independence of the two spatial 
frequency components over space and the use of the 
sum of the squares of the contrast changes (equation 
3). In fact. we find IJ / 0 and we shall analyze below 
(Discussion) the effects of non-optimal summation over 

space. 
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METHODS 

Sinusoidal gratings were generated on the face of a 

P31 phosphor cathode ray tube (Tektronixs 5103N) by 
modulating the luminance of a raster. The screen. 
viewed from a distance of 120 cm subtended 6” x 5-. 
The gratings were vertically oriented. The mean lumi- 
nance was lOcd/m*. The modulation signal was 

generated by a PDP 1 I .‘20 computer. The signal was 
stored m the computer memory as a list of numbers 
which M’dS read out through a DAC at the rate of 
105 kHz (500 points per frame of the raster). 

Detectabilities (d’) were measured in two interval 
forced choice experiments. The observers were pre- 
sented with two signals each of 0.5 set separated by a 
2 set interval (avoiding after effects). The two signals 
were suprathreshold gratings usually composed of two 
sine waves. summed in cosine phase (peaks-add) or 

sine phase (peaks-subtract). The two signal presenta- 
tions differed slightly in the contrast of one or both 
of the sine waves. When in both. the two components 
could be changed in the same direction or opposite 
directions. The four possible pairs for a pattern 
f(x) = C, sin w,x + C, sin w2x are 

(C, . CJ-+ (C, + AC,. C,) 

(C,. C++ (C,. C, + AC,) 

(C,, C&-+ (C, + AC,. C, + AC,) 

(C, + AC,, C,)-+ (C, . C, + AC’& 

In each run a single pair was used. Each run of 
50 trials began with learning trials with feedback, 
until the observer felt he was familiar with the present 
task. The computer then presented the two signals m 
random order without feedback and collected the 
answers (two possible answers for the two possible 
ordersofpresentation). From the percentage of correct 
responses the computer calculated tl’. Scores from 3 to 
IS runs of the same task were combined. and the 
joint rl’ was calculated. 

Each experiment was carried out on one to four 
observers. One of the observers. D.S.. is one of the 
authors. The others were unfamiii~ir with the purpose 
of this study. 

RESL’LTS 

Before presenting the results for the detectabilities of 
changes in contrasts of compound gratings. we report 
here, for comparison. results for the detectability of 
changes in contrast of simple gratings. 

The subjects had to discriminate between two 
presentations of a simple sinusoidal grating of fixed 
spatial frequency (SF 1. 3 or 9c;deg). The base 

, I 021 ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ I ’ ’ 005 020 0.30 320 I2 80 51 20 
010 040 160 640 2560 10240 

AC/C 

Fig. 3. Detectabilities of ;t conmIst change of a simple 
grating. The detectabilirl c/’ of .L contrast change AC of a 
simple (one component) prating of base contrast C is 
plotted on a log-log scale 1s the fracrronal contmst 
change AC c’. Straight lines acre fitted t(~ the data (b! 
linear represalon. r 0.97) for each subject (different 
symbols) and spatial frequency (I. 3 and 9 c deg as 
indicated). A straight line with slope P indicates that C/ 
depends on AC C 3s I/ K( AC C)P. We find P blightI> 
below unity. P 0.92 i: 0.05. indicating a sloal! saturattng 
function. No threshold nonlinearity is evident. Each curve is 
shifted to the ri_eht a number of scale units. 3s indrcated 
in parentheses. The subjects are M.B. (0) A.G. (Of and 

D.S.( & 1. 

contrast, C, was IO or 20”,, and to this was added on 
one of the pair of presentations, an additional contrast 
AC such that AC/C was in the range 0.02-0.40. The 
subject had to determine on which presentation the 
higher contrast grating appeared--a two-altemative 
(temporal) forced-choice task. From the proportion of 
correct responses. the detectability t/’ was determined 
(see Methods). 

The value of u” is plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of 
ACC for each spatial frequency and for each subject. 
Thedetectabilities have a slightly sublinear dependence 
on additional contrast (power, P 0.92 20.05). This 
Contrast Discrimination Transducer Function does 
not show a threshold nonlinearity. unlike the well- 
known Contrast Detection Transducer Function. The 
appearance of a threshold in detection tasks but not in 

discrimination tasks suggests a contrast, rather than a 
detectability, threshold. 

The subject had to d~scrill~inate between two 
presentations of a compound grating composed of two 
spatial frequencies. The spatial-frequencies of the 
compound grating were two frequencies chosen from 
I, 2, 3. 6 and 9 cideg. The contrasts of both 
components were always well above threshold (IO”,, 
for frequencies 1. 2 and 3 cideg., IS”,, for 6 c:deg., 
and 20”,, for 9). The contrast of otte spatial-frequency 
was ditTerent in the two presentations by between 5 
and 30”,, of that com~nellt’s contrast. (For example. 
if the 1 c/deg component was changed by IO”,, it had 
a contrast of IO”‘;, on one presentation and of 1 I”,, 
on the other, while the second component, say of 
3 c:deg would remain at lO”,,contrast on both presenta- 
tions.) The subject was asked to determine on which 
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(a) d' (AC,, (b) 
Fig. 4. (a) Detectability of a contrast change in one of the components of a compound grating. 
Doubling AC does not always double the detectability. R is larger than 1 for low d and asymptotes 
to a value below 1 for d’ >I. See text for further explanation. Different symbols used for different 
test frequencies on different backgrounds: solid symbols for peaks-add background; empty for peaks- 
subtract background. (b) The same coordinates but the background is a one compon~t grating; the test 
frequency has the same frequency as the background. Data points are caIculated from the same data as 

Fig. 3, and averaged over different frequencies. R is slightly below 1 for all 6. 

presentation the higher contrast appeared and the 
detectability d’ was determined. 

We used a number of contrast changes AC and tested 
for any nonlinearity in the dependence of d’ on 
AC. Doubling AC does not always double the detect- 
ability. Figure 4(a) illustrates this point. We plotted 
d’ (AC,) on the abscissa, and on the ordinate we 
plotted 

R 

where generally AC2 = 2 x AC*. The value of R would 
always be unity for a linear Contrast Di~rimination 
Transducer Function while Fig. 4(a) shows that R is 
larger than 1 in the range d’ -c&8 and R asymptotes 
to a value slightly below 1 for d’ >l. From the 
values of R one may deduce the properties of the 
Contrast Discrimination Transducer Function d’ (AC). 
It will be an accelerating function at low AC (where 
R ,b 1) and a decelerating, slowly saturating, function 
at high AC (where R 1). The low AC acceleration 
may be the result of response uncertainty (Cohn er al., 
1974), which has the effect of lowering the effective 
detectability for low values of AC. The high AC 
saturation may be due to the presence of a contrast 
dependent noise variance (see Footnote I in Nachmias 
and Sansbury, 1974). 

It is interesting to compare this transducer function 
with that of the simple grating, which appeared sub- 
linear over theentirecontrast differential range (Fig. 3). 
We display in Fig 4(b) the dependence of R on d’ for a 
simple grating, combining as above the results for 1, 3 

and 9c/deg. Here R <l for all d’, i.e. there is a 
slow saturating effect but no low AC uncertainty. This 
may be due to the fact that with a simple grating the 
background and the differential stimulus gratings are 
identical. 

When the results were analyzed separately and com- 
pared for the two components in peaks-add and in 
peaks-subtract phase, we found that, for a compound 
grating of components I, 3 c/deg, changes in contrast 
of either spatial frequency component were more 
detectable when the base grating was in the pedks- 
subtract phase than when in the peaks-add phase, 
(the ratio of the det~tibility was I.2 +0.07). For all 
other spatial frequency pairs, no signi~cant depen- 
dence on the base grating phase was found (see 
Table 1). 

The very existence of a detectability which depends 
on the relative phases of the components of the 
background. at low spatial frequencies, indicates that 
in this range processing is nonlinear with contrast C, 
since the test contrast differ~tial AC was always the 
same. (Altematjvely we could speak of a noisy channel 
with contrast dependent noise.) Furthermore, a phase- 
dependent detectability is contrary to the “inde- 
pendent” Spdtial-freqUt?Kychanneis model. Thediffer- 
ence between peaks-add and peaks-subtract phase 
suggests the existence of a broad-band phase-selective 
channel. 

A change in contrast of one component of a com- 
pound grating would be detectable by a broad-band 
additional channel with either an “edge” or a “bar” 
configuration. The difference in detectabilities found 
must derive, therefore from the effects of the different 
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Table I. Ratio of detectability of differences in contrast of one component of a compound gratmg 
when components are in peaks subtract phase vs peaks add phase 

Detectability ratio’ 

Variable Background peaks-sub ___. 
(spatial frequency) peaks-add Combmed ____-. ~..._. 

I Ii3 1.2’~u.l2(n = II) 
3 1+3 1.l7~0.05~n = IO) ) 

1.20~007(n=‘I1 

2 2t6 0.86 k Il. I I (n = 3) 
6 226 1.18?O.l2(n =3) > 1 .a? 2 WY (8 = 6) 

3 3T9 1.02i0.1l(n =4) 
9 3T9 I .Oh 2 0.05 (n = 4) > 

1.04~0O6l,~ =8) 

I I+9 l.l’~O.ll(n =9) 
9 1+9 0.94 f 0.07 (n = 9) 1.03 2 0 07 01 = I I( 

b~t~~~~~i~~~[~ gratings on the phase-selective channel. 
This broad-band channel coufd be either an “edge- 
detector” mechanism or a “bar-detector” mechanism 
depending on whether it had a supralinear or a 
sublinear nonlinearity: if the nonlinearity were supra- 
linear. a peaks-subtract background would bring this 
channel to its sensitive range; if the nonlinearity were 
sublinear. a peaks-add background would bring the 
channel out of its sensitive range. In either case. the 
detectability would appear higher in a peaks-subtract 
background. This ambiguity in interpretation is just 
the problem of masking experiments which we hope 
to overcome by the methods used in the following 
section. 

The subject had to discriminate between two 
presentations of a compound grating. as in Section 
(b) above. however. here both components were 
changed simultaneously by the same or h> different 
amounts. The subject was again asked to determine the 
order of the presentations (see Methods) and the detect- 
ability was determined. This detectability has contri- 
butions from both components of the compound 
grating. which may be separated in the following 
manner: from the results of Section (b). we obtained 
the detectability d;, produced by a contrast 
difference ACA when only component A of the com- 
pound grating was changed. Similarly, we obtained 
the detectability di produced by the contrast 
difference AC8 when only component B of the com- 
pound grating was changed. We now varied both 
components A and B of the compound grating by 
contrast differences AC, and AC, and we found the 
joint detectability dLB. The contributions of com- 
ponents A and B to the detectability of the compound 
grating when both components are changed are then 
simply d;/d;, and db/dis respectively. These relative 
contributions are the axes of Figs 5-9 where each 
point represents a different combination of contrasts 
AC,, and AC,. 

If there are two independent channels processing the 

two components (independent spatial frequency 

channels) we expect summation of the squares of the 

15 .% 
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Fig. 5. Thcorctical cur\c~ I;tr dete~t~thilit~ ~tttll~i~~ttit~ll. 
6, and I/, xc the dete~t~tbtii~ie~ of \timuli ..t and 8. 
respectively. when presented atone: dLB is the detectability 
ofthe compound stitnulus (.4 i B). The coordtnatea ;tre the 
contributtons of each of the con~poncnt~ when prcacnted 
alone. reluti\,e to thedetectnbilitj 01’ the con~pound XIII~~IUZ. 
(a) The cxx where stimuli .4 ;wtd B ;II‘C proccsscd in& 
pendently: ,P 0. Summation of the squurc of the rekttivc 
detectabilities leads 10 it semi-circular plol. (h) Thcrc is ~nx 
overlap in the processing of .J and B: 0 1 p/ I. The 

graph k for 0 0.5. Cosine-law ~u~~~~~~~ttt~~~~ of the rckttrvc 
de~ect~bilities leads to an elliptt~~ti plot. (c) There 15 con+c~c 
overlap tn the procasing of .4 and 8: ,I I. Linear 
summation of the rclativc detectabilities Icx& to ;t lincat 

plot. 
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Fig. 7. The same as Fig. 6 for A 2 c deg and B 6 c deg. 
Subject M.B. 
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Fig. 6. The coordinates are the same as in Fig. 5. Experi- 
mental results for A I c:deg and E -z 3 c:deg. peaks-add 
background on the uppergraph: peaks-subtract back_eround 
on the lower graph. Different symbols are for dIKerent 
subjects: M.B.(lz). A.D.( ); D.S.( A) and C.S.( ). Each 
quarter ellipse was drawn corresponding to the /j iidicated in 
Table 2. Note in this case the mirror symmetry between 
the upper and lower graphs. indicating independence of 
background. The data points do not fit a semi-circle. 
however, indicating some channel overlap. Furthermore. no 

single ellipse tits the data. indicating non-optimality. 

relative detectabilities (equation IO) which would be 
plotted as a semi-circle as drawn in Fig. S(a). This 
corresponds to p 0. On the other hand. if the same 
channel(s) process(es) both components of the com- 
pound grating. we expect linear summation of the 
relative detectabilities (equation I I) which would be 
plotted as straight lines as drawn in Fig. 5(c), 
corresponding to [I +l.lfO I/j1 l.thatisifthere 
are overlapping interacting channels processing the 
components. then the graph will have an elliptic 
form, as demonstrated in Fig. 5(b) (see equation 7). 

Note that the changes in contrast AC,d and ACB of 
the two components of the compound grating may be 
positively correlated. i.e. in the same direction or. 
negatively correlated, i.e. in opposite directions-(an 
increase in contrast in one component is coupled 
with a simultaneous decrease in contrast of the other 
component). These two alternative5 AC,d k ACB are 
plotted respectively on the right and left sides of the 
figures. 

The base grating upon which are added the contrast 
ditferences AC,,{ and ACB is a compound grating of 
spatial frequencies rl and B of contrast C,j and C& 
This base grating. as discussed above. may contain 
components in the peaks-add or the peaks-subtract 
relative phase. C,, + CB. 

In Figs 6-9 we display the relative contributions 
of the two componentsof the compound gratings to ffie 
detectability of simultaneous changes in the two 

components. In each case the results for peaks-add base 
grating are plotted in the upper graph. and the results 

for peaks-subtract in the lower graph. Figure 6 is for 
I and 3 c. deg.. Fig. 7 for 2 and 6c ‘deg.. Fig. 8 for 3 
and 9c,deg and Fig. 9 for I and 9 c!deg. In each case. 
the best fitting quarter ellipse is drawn corresponding 
to the 11 indicated in Table 2. Results for diKerent 
subjects are indicated by different symbols. The graphs 
including a high spatial frequency component (9 cssec) 
and a large negative 1’ are plotted on a smaller scale to 
accommodate the greatly elongated ellipse period. 
The graphs including a low spatial frequency com- 
ponent (I or 2 c/deg) always have at least one side 

with very small p, i.e. the points fall close to a quarter 
circle. Only for the 3 f 9 c/deg is the right side p 9 0 
and the left side p < 0, corresponding to very elon- 

gated ellipses. For each pair of spatial frequencies. 
the results for peaks-subtract are closer to a circle 
graph than are the results for peaks-add. 

For each measurement of the detectability for 
simultaneous contrast changes, p was measured 
(equation 9) and the average p computed across 
subjects. The results are tabulated in Table 2. 

The first thing to note is that IJ is not always 
zero. This means that different spatial frequent) 
gratings are not processed by channels which are full) 
independent of each other. Furthermore. 0 depends on 
the relative phase of the components of the grating ~~ 
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Fig. 8. (a) The same as Fig. 6 for A 3 and B 9 cideg. 
Note the smaller scale. In this case there is no mirror 
symmetry between the upper graph and the lower graph as 
in Fig. 6, indicating non-linear processing at high spatial 
frequencies. However. in this case the two quarter ellipses 
of each graph may be seen as forming a single half ellipse. 
Note that each curve was fitted to the combined data over 
subjects. (b) in this figure curves were fitted to single 
ob~rverdata.Thetwo8raphsareforpeaks-add background, 

A = 3cideg. B= 9cide8. Subjects: M.B.(,>): A.G.( 0). 

the computed coefficients of overlap are greater in the 
peaks-add phase than in the peaks-subtract phase. 
Thus, the channels have a phase selective mechanism, 

d; /d,; 
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/ 
d, 6 

Fig. 9. The same as Fig. 6. for A I c’deg, B 9 c dea. Note 
that all the quarter ellipses are close to semi-circles. yndica- 
catingchannel independence. Subjects: M.B.(,?). A.G.( 0). 

D.S.( A) and C.S.( - ). 

and are mainly found with a bar-shaped receptive tield 
rather than an edge-shaped field (but see below). The 
interaction, is not complete, however-0 does not 
reach unity in any case. Thus, there are multiple 
channels and we will derive below their band-widths 
and degrees of overlap. 

Note that for spatial frequency components 1.9 cdeg 
the evaluations of p are all close to zero. The simplest 
explanation for this finding is that: (1) spatial 
frequencies 1, 9 c/deg are processed by inde~ndent 
channels and (2) the decision-maker acts optimally at 
least in this case, and computes a joint S,., by 
equation (3), i.e. by the sum of the squares of the 
detectabilities of the independent channels. This puts 
an upper limit to the bandwidth of the channels of 
approximately 3 octaves. Since, there is considerable 
channel overlap (p =0) for spatial frequencies in the 
ratio 1 : 3 we may conclude that the channel bandwidth 
is in the range of 1 S-3 octaves. 

(e) Linearits qf’the trat,srluc.rr,litrri.liorl 

The four cases in each box of Table 2 are not 
entirely independent. The changes in contrast AC,,. 
ACB, are identical for the two cases along either 
diagonal, though the base contrasts, CA and Cg, are 
different by a relative sign change (C, rt C,). For a 
linear contrast sensation transducer function (R vs C). 
we would expect the two evaluations of /P along either 
diagonal to be the same. This is not the case. however. 

For spatial frequencies 1 and 3 c/deg the evaluations 
of p have slightly different magnitudes. (0.51 vs 0.38) 
indicating a slight and non-significant deviation from 
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Table 2. Coefficient of channel overlap p for different sine pairs 

Relative chase of 

Spatial 
frequency Base grating 

Contrast change 
positive negative 

1, 3 c/deg 
peaks add 

peaks subtract 
+0.51 IO.09 -0.14+0.13 
+0.06 * 0.07 +0.38iO.l2, 

2.6 c/deg 

3.9 c/deg 

I, 9 cideg 

peaks add 
peaks subtract 

peaks add 
peaks subtract 

peaks add 
peaks subtract 

+0.47 f 0.07 $0.05 +0.13 
-0.08 f 0.08 +0.13 kO.16 

+0.17 +0.08 -0.93 + 0.09 
+0.33 5 0.10 -0.57 * 0.08 

+0.03 rt 0.08 
fO.05 * 0.05 

-0.10+0.10 j 
i-0.06 f 0.08 / 

linearity. fn the case of spatial frequencies 2 and 6 cideg 
the evatuations of p are more significantly different 
(0.47 vs 0.13) while for frequencies 3 and 9 cideg, we 
find that the evaluations of p are still further apart 
(0.71 vs -0.57 and -0.93 vs +0.33). We will relate 
below (Discussion) to this nonlinearity found at higher 
spatial frequencies. 

(f) Optbnality qf decision-maker 

In the squares of Table 2, the detectabilities for 
positive and negative correlations in contrast change 
for the two spatial frequency components should have 
opposite signs but the same ma~itudes for each case, 
if the system has an optimal decision-maker. [In 
equation (9) the numerator is just the third term of 
equation (6) which contains AC,ACB and changes 
sign with a change in the relative direction of contrast 
change of the two components of the compound 
grating, while the denominator contains the product 
of the square roots of the other two terms of equation 
(6) which contain only ACAz and ACBz and thus the 
denominator is not affected by the signs of ACA and 
ACs.1 This may indeed be the case for spatial 
frequencies 1, 9 and even 3, 9 cideg. However. for 
I, 3 and 2, 6 cjdeg our data show significant dis- 
crepencies between the positive and negative corre- 
lation changes pairs. Another way of visualizing this 
non-optimality is in noting that we were unable to fit 
a single ellipse to the right and left sides of the graphs 
of Figs 6 and 7. We discuss this non-optimality in the 
“Discussion”. 

Note that this test of optimality is independent of 
the test of linearity discussed above. Here, the base 
compound grating is the same in the two cases, and 
only the contrast changes are positively or negatively 
correlated. The nonlinearity discussed in the preceding 
section has to do with the system’s relating differently 
to large and to small contrasts C. The non- 
optimality here refers to the system’s relating to 
different contrast changes AC. The system has different 
degrees of channel overlap. p. when the contrast 
changes are positively or negatively correlated. 

DISCUSSION 

The results described above are consistant with the 
hypothesis that in the visual system there exist broad- 

band phase-selective spatial-frequency channels. We 
have found that the coefftcient of channel overlap ~8 
depends both on the relative phases of the two com- 
ponents of the background grating (peaks-add and 
peaks-subtract), and on the relative phases of the 
changes of these components (positive or negative 
correlation). The first suggests a non-linear transducer 
function and the second a non-optimal decision maker. 

There is a consistantly large p for the case of peaks- 
add background grating with positively correlated 
changes in the components, suggesting the existence 
of a bar-detector mechanism. However, the other three 
stimulus conditions, peaks-add background with 
negatively correlated contrast changes, and peaks- 
subtract background with positively or negatively 
correlated contrast changes. all show a spatial 
frequency dependence. Thus, the linear model ex- 
panded in the introduction may be seen only as a 
first approximation to the situation in the visual 
system. Further hypotheses are required to explain 
our experimental results. 

We assume a two-tier processing organization, which 
may be most easily described in terms of the receptive 
fields and columnar organization of the primary visual 
cortex. The neurons of a functional column each 
respond best to a specific spatial frequency and visual 
field location. The local column output signal gives 
more weight to the best-responding units-(those 
which see the highest local contrast C). A global 
processor receives information from each local column 
and makes a decision taking into account mainly the 
information from that local area which has the most 
relevant information, namely the highest contrast 
difference AC. 

The size of the visual field analyzed by a single 
(foveal) processing column is 10-l 5’ (Schwartz, 1980). 
It is this critical dimension which differentiates the 
processing of low and high spatial frequencies: each 
cycle of a low spatial frequency grating (I c/de@ 
is processed by numerous functional columns and the 
contrast C is nearly uniform within each column. 
Thus, the global decision maker may concentrate on the 
information deriving from the column which sees the 
greatest contrast difference AC irrespective of its 
location upon the grating cycle. For a high spatial 
frequency grating (9 c/deg) each cycle is processed 
entirely by a single column giving most weight to the 
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Fig. IO. Model simulation. The curves represent calculated 1;s as a function oi’ the tlonllr~e~irit~ porqcr. 
P. Each curve for different overlap. as indicated on the graph by the amount of overlap 
expected for the linear case P I. For each overlap there are different curves for the four cases: peaks-add 
positive correlation: peaks-subtract negative correlation: peaks-subtract positive correlation and peaks- 

add negative correlation. 

location ofhighest contrast C regardless of the location 

of greatest contrast difference AC. 

Nonlinear processing, which is the equivalent of 

giving extra weight to higher contrast signals, is a 

characteristic of the local column. Thus. at low 
spatial frequencies. where the local column sees a nearly 

uniform contrast, any nonlinearity will not be apparant 

and the system will appear linear. Non-optimal 

decision making is the equivalent of choosing the area 

of greatest contrast differences AC rather than taking 

into account the information arriving from all areas. 

and is a characteristic of the global processor. At high 

spatial frequencies where each local area sees an entire 

stimulus cycle. all local areas report the same informa- 

tion and any choice of the global decision maker 

between them is irrelevant. Thus. at high spatial 

frequencies the system appears optimal. 

Thus the processing of compound gratings contain- 

ing I. 3 c dcg is diKerent from that of the processing 

of compound gratings containing 3. 9 cjdeg. For 

gratings of I. 3 c deg. the local analyzers appear 

linear and thus the global decision-maker may con- 

centrate on the area of greatest contrast change AC. 

This area is at the peak for peaks-add positively 

correlated changes but is about IO’ removed from this 

point for negatively correlated changes. Taking mto 

account dilrerent parts of the grating for ditrerent 
tasks leads to ditterent measures of the degree of 

channel overlap I’. On the other hand. peaks-add 

positive correlation and peaks-subtract negative corre- 
lation differ only in background grating but have the 
same contrast changes. Thus the global processor 

wit1 attend to the same area in both these cases and 

I) will be nearly the same. 

We simulated this model by coinputer in order to 

find the power P of the nonlinearjty and the etrective 

channel bandwidth. The method is described in the 

Appendix. and demonstrated in Fig. IO where we plot 

I) vs P. Note that increasing P is accompanied by 

increasing I) for the LXSC of peaks-add positive corre- 

lation and by decreasing ~j for peaks-subtract negative 

correlation. The best fitting P for I. 3 c:deg is 1.05 

and for 3. 9 cpd is 2.5. Extrapolating back to P I 

we find etfective /) of 0.46 and 0.55 respectively. The 

agreement of these two numbers corroborates the 

modef ~~ssumptions. Furthermore. the b~indwidth will 

he uniform in terms of the logarithl~lic equation (17) 

[rather than the linear equation (th)]. The average 

bandwidth is then 2.2 octaves and P is increasing with 

frequency. The estimation of P may be too low if the 

assumption of constant noise variance is rejected. 

Generally the noise variance increases with contrast 

response, causing lower discriminahility at higher 

contrasts. We would expect then P I if the contrast 

response is a linear function of contrast. (See Appendix 

for further discussion of the model predictions.) 
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The greater nonlinearity at higher frequencies is not 

surprising. and may underlie “contrast constancy” at 
high contrast levels (Georgeson and Sullivan. 1975). 

The results clearly show phase dependent inter- 

actions between frequency pairs of (1) and 3~0. contrary 
to the finding at threshold (Graham and Nachmias, 
1971). This may refiect the different behavior of the 
visual system above threshold. 
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APPENDIX 

The p’s for the non linear case were computed as 
follows: we assumed that the channel response can be 
described by equation (I 3) raised to the power of P 

R&J,, C,.o,, C,. Xl 

where to,4 I cideg, CC,~ 3 clsec, CA Ca for peaks-add 
background and C, X - C, for peaks-subtract background. 
The bandwidth uw was varied to evaluate different p’s 
The computer calculated for each Spatial location the sum 
of the squares of the channel-responses ditrerences 

then d; was computed as the maximal Ar,(x) over x. The 
other detectabilities d’s. dLR and those for different back- 
grounds were calculated in the same way. Finally 0 was 
calculated from equation (9) and plotted in Fig. IO. For 
P - 1, p of peaks-add background and positively-correlated 
change, p,(+), and of peaks-subtract background 
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negatively-correlated change. ,i,( 1. are the same and can 
be predicted from equation (15). Note that increasing P is 
accompanied by increasing g+,( - ) and decreasing i’,( ). 

Thus small differences between p,( - ) and p,( ) indicate 
P close to unity. This is the case for I and 3 c/deg where 
the data can be fitted with 0.4 p- 0.5 and I P 1.1. 

The same p range can predict the results of 2 and 6 c:deg 
but with somewhat greater P. around 1.5. 

For the pair 3 and 9c/deg p,( +) = 0.71 and p,( -) = 

-0.57. It may be seen from Fig. 10. that o,( ) 0.57 
can be the result of p -:OS with P 3 but this would 
predict g!,( - ). 0.71. On the other hand if we assume that 
a( 1 is the result of #P 0.6 and P 2.3 then the pre- 
diction is I’,( - ) 0.71, thus the effective 11 is between 
0.5 <p < 0.6 with 2.2 <P < 3. This estimation is in 
agreemen; with r,( - ) 0.33, but not with p(,,,( ) 0.93. 
Thus 0 0.5 may describe best the data for the three 
pairs. with P increasing with frequency. The bandwidth 
estimate is then 2.2 octaves (at half height) with a lower limit 
of 1.9 octaves (p = 0.4) and an upper limit of 2.6 octaves 
(p = 0.6). 

It must be remembered that we have assumed that the 
noise variance is independent of response. This assumption 

ma> be false. generally the noise tariancc mcrcascs \\lth 
response. thus causing a reductron in drscriminnhili~! at 
higher contrasts. and producing P etTectlvel> lower. Thih 
means that our estimate for P is under-esrlmated. It IS not 
clear whether the noise variance depends on the single 
channel response or on the overall response. and the same 
for all the channels. It IS the first cabe 01111 that hill affect 
the estimation of P. The second case will explam the dis- 
crepancy between our findings of P I from the overlap 
measure and the results in Tabie 1. For the lon.er frequent! 
pair we would expect detectabiht\ ratio of I if I’ I. for 
the higher frequency pairs we would expect detecrahtlit> 
ratios smaller than I where P I. If the noise variance 
depends on the total response, whrch ir grcnter for 
peaks-add background (mamly hecausc of the bar-shaped 
receptive fields) the detectabiht! ratro from Table 1 will he 
greater than I for the lower frequencieh and ma! he 
reduced to I for the higher frequencies. hecause of non- 
linearity in the contrast transduction. 

This assumption will not afiect overlap eatlmations 
because they do not depend on the absolute notse level 01 
the response, but rather on the variation of noise varlancc 
among the different channels. 


